FATS WALLER FOLIOS FOR THE PIANO

Brilliantly arranged folios of popular standard favorites, ballads and famous operas as interpreted by the incomparable FATS WALLER. Each folio contains the original version, plus a distinctive and unique FATS WALLER conception as played by him in personal appearances, recordings and broadcasts all over the country. No swing fan, student, amateur or professional pianist who wishes to keep up with the current trends in modern pianism can afford to be without these unique Fats Waller folios.

FATS WALLER’S BOOGIE WOOGIE CONCEPTIONS OF POPULAR FAVORITES

- Fats Waller’s authentic Boogie Woogie conceptions plus the original versions of outstanding favorites. Fats employs a variety of genuine and unique Boogie Woogie styles in these conceptions of IDAHO, SHOE SHINE BOY, BLACK AND BLUE and other song favorites.

FATS WALLER’S ORIGINAL PIANO CONCEPTIONS, No. 1

- A favorite in swing folios from Maine to San Diego! The jitterbugs’ first choice for piano jive! Brilliant arrangements of top standards—sweet and swing versions. Contents feature DINAH, MARGIE, WHO’S SORRY NOW, GIRL OF MY DREAMS, AIN’T MISBEHAVIN’, BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA and many others.

FATS WALLER’S ORIGINAL PIANO CONCEPTIONS, No. 2

- Smash sequel to the first Waller “Piano-Conceptions”. Practical lessons in the art of improvisation for teachers and students of swingology. Original versions plus Waller conceptions. Contents feature STORMY WEATHER, NOBODY’S SWEETHEART, I CAN’T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE (BABY), WHEN YOU’RE SMILING and many others.

FATS WALLER’S SWING SESSIONS for the PIANO

- Ten great standard tunes including STAR DUST, TRUCKIN’, WHEN IT’S SLEEPY TIME DOWN SOUTH, SHOE SHINE BOY and others arranged in the unique piano jam-style of Fats Waller. Original versions also included in the folio.

FATS WALLER’S SWINGTIME IN SCOTLAND

- Fats salutes the Scotch swing craze with a folio of ten kiltie classics. Contents feature Waller’s swing conceptions of famous bonnie ballads plus the original sweet version, words and music complete. LOCH LOMOND, ANNIE LAURIE, CAMPBELLS ARE COMING, AULD LANG SYNE and many others.

FATS WALLER SWINGIN’ THE OPERAS

- In vogue with the current modernization of the operas! Contents feature the standard operatic versions plus the Fats Waller conception of such famous arias as “MY HEART AT THY SWEET VOICE” from SAMSON and DELILAH, “AHI SO PURE” from MARTHA, “SEXTET” from LUCIA di LAMMERMOOR, and many others.

BOOGIE WOOGIE WITH FATS WALLER

- While not strict Boogie Woogie tempo, Fats Waller employs his unique modern stylings in these piano conceptions. Different from other Waller folios, this includes the complete special versions of BUGLE CALL RAG and FAREWELL BLUES in addition to the Waller interpretations of celebrated standard favorites plus the original arrangements.

Each Folio 75¢
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